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It is proved that there exists, for every set B E NP - co-NP, a set A (5 NP ~A co- 
NP such that A and B have the same deterministic time complexity. Note that B is 
easier, nondeterministically, than both A and A in that B E NP while A ¢5 NP U co- 
NP. We also prove there exists, for each B C NP -- co-NP, a set A ¢5 NP kJ co-NP 
such that the deterministic time complexity of A is less than that of B on some 
infinite set. In this ease then, A is easier than B deterministically while B is easier 
than A nondeterministically. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the fol lowing questions: 
(1) Assuming NP ~ co-NP,  is there, for each set B E NP-  co-NP,  a 
set A such that A q~ NP U co -NP  and such that A and B have essential ly the 
same determinist ic t ime complexi ty? 
(2) Assuming NP 4= co-NP,  is there, for each set B ~ NP  -- co-NP,  a 
set A such that A ~ NP~)co-NP  and such that the determinist ic t ime 
complexi ty of  A is less than that of  B? 
Using specific definitions for compar ing the determinist ic t ime complexit ies 
of  sets, we show that the answer to both questions is yes. 
* This research supported by the Fund for the Promotion of Research at The Technion. 
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In our result for question (1), the sets A and B have the same deterministic 
time complexity. Nondeterministically, however, B is easier than both A and 
,4 is the sense that B C NP while A (3 NP U co-NP. Thus, there are sets with 
the same deterministic time complexity such that nondeterminism can be 
used to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for one set but not for the other 
set or its complement. (Recall that question (1) assumed the hypothesis 
NP 4: co-NP. ) 
For question (2), our result shows that if NP 4: co-NP, then there are sets 
A and B such that the nondeterministic time complexity of B is less than that 
of A while the deterministic time complexity of A is less than that of B. 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
All sets are assumed to be over an alphabet 27 of size greater than one. 
For x C S*, Ixl denotes the length of x. For sets A and B, A A B denotes the 
symmetric difference between A and B; that is, A A B = (A -B )U  (B --A). 
We use the multi-tape Turing machine as our model of computation. For 
A ___27*, Mn denotes an arbitrary deterministic Turing machine that 
recognizes A. TMA(X ) denotes the running time of M A on input x. 
NP o, NP1, NP z ..... is an effective numeration of NP and C 0, C~, C2,..., is an 
effective enumeration of co-NP. (An effective enumeration of co-NP can be 
obtained by starting with an effective enumeration NMo,NM 1 , NM2,..., of 
the nondeterministic Turing machines that run in polynomial time. Then, 
associated with each NM i is a deterministic Turing machine M i that 
exhaustively simulates, on any input x, all of NMi's computations on x and 
accepts only those inputs that NM i does not accept. Finally, Ci is taken to be 
the set accepted by M~.) 
Let N denote the nonnegative integers. A function r :N~ N is time 
constructible if there exists a deterministic Turing machine M such that for 
all x C S*, the running time of M on input x is exactly r(Ixl). For every 
recursive function g there is a time constructible function r such that 
r(n)> g(n) for all n~N.  r can be obtained from g by letting r be the 
running time of a Turing machine that, on input x, writes g(Ixl) + 1 in unary 
on one of its tapes. 
Many of our constructions refer to the minimum y E 2;* such that some 
property is true of y. In each case, this means the minimum such y with 
respect o the lexicographic ordering of S*. 
In the present context, we are interested in comparing the deterministic 
time complexities of sets modulo polynomials, and we will consider two sets 
to have the same deterministic time complexity if their complexities differ by 
at most a polynomial. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let A and B be sets. A is not harder than B if for every 
M 8 there exist both an M A and a polynomial p such that 
rM (x) p(Ix3 + r. . (x) for all x X*. 
This definition says that A is not harder than B if for every deterministic 
program M B for B, there is a deterministic program M A for A such that the 
running time of M A is at most a polynomial more than the running time of 
MB. 
DEFINITION 2. Let A and B be sets. A is easier than B if for every M B 
there exist both an M A and a polynomial p such that for all polynomials q
(i) Z,A(x) ~< p(}xl) + T~,(x) for all x C 2;* and 
(ii) q(TMA(X)) < T•,(x) for infinitely many x C Z*. 
This definition says that A is easier than B if for every deterministic program 
M B for B there is a deterministic program M A for A that witnesses A not 
harder than B and, at the same time, m A runs  faster than M 8 by more than 
any polynomial increase in MA'S running time for infinitely many x. 
A stronger definition of A easier than B would require, in condition (ii) of 
Definition 2, that q(TMA(X)) < TM,(x ) for almost all x C 2;*. If A were easier 
than B in this stronger sense, then it would imply that B has no infinite 
polynomial time subset. However, there are sets B E NP  - co-NP (assuming 
NP 4= co-NP) that contain infinite polynomial time subsets, Thus, we use the 
weaker definition of easier. 
MAIN THEOREMS 
In proving our main results, we use the techniques of Sch6ning (1982) and 
of Chew and Machtey (1981). Their techniques are, in turn, a refinement of 
earlier ideas appearing in Ladner (1975) and in Landweber, Lipton, and 
Robertson (1981). 
Theorem 3 provides a yes answer to question (1) that was discussed in the 
Introduction. 
THEOREM 3. For each set B E NP  - co-NP there exists a recursive set A 
such that 
(a) A ~ NP k..) co-NP, 
(b) A is not harder than B, and 
(c) B is not harder than A. 
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Note that (b) and (c) together imply that A and B have the same deter- 
ministic time complexity up to additive polynomial terms. 
Proof (a) Assume that B E NP -- co-NP. Then B E co-NP - NP and by 
combining appropriate segments of B and if, we obtain a set A outside of 
NP t..) co-NP. Also, the deterministic time complexities of B and/~ are the 
same, and A is constructed so that this fact can be used to get the deter- 
ministic time complexities of A and B to be the same. 
Define the function r 1 : N-4 N such that 
r l(n) = max {[ Yi] : Yi = minimum y[[ Y l > n and y ~ B A C~] }. 
i<~n 
Since B q~ co-NP and co-NP is closed under finite variations, for each i ~ N 
and n C N, there exists a y such that { y] > n and y E B + C i. Therefore, r 1 
is a total recursive function. For each n E N and i ~< n, {Yl n < l Y} ~ rl(n)t 
contains a witness to B 4 = C i. 
Define the function r 2 : N ~ N such that 
r2(n ) = max {I Yil: Yi = minimum Y[] Y) > n and y C BA NPi] }. 
i<n 
Since/~ ~ NP and NP is closed under finite variations, r2 is a total recursive 
function. For each n ~ N and i ~< n, {Yl n < l Yl ~ r2(n)} contains a witness 
to B 4 = NP i. 
LEMMA 4. Let rl, r 2 be the reeursive funetions defined above. Then there 
is a time eonstruetible, monotone increasing function r: N-~ N such that 
(a) for all n E N, r(n) > q(n) and r(n) > rz(n ), and 
(b) r(0) > 0. 
Notice that it will be the ease that r(n) > n for all n E N. 
Proof Define the function R(n) such that R(n)=~=or l ( i )+  
" i ~i=o rz(). From the definitions of rl and r 2, it follows easily that R(0) > 0 
and that R is a monotone increasing function. 
Let M be a deterministic Turing machine that, on input x, computes R(]xl) 
in the natural way based on the definition of R, and then prints the value of 
R(Ixl) in unary. By taking r(n) to be the running time of M on inputs of 
length n, the lemma is proved. II 
Let r¢(n) denote the repeated application of r i times. Define the set 
A = (B ~ {Yl rZg(0) < l Yl ~ rZk+~(0): k = 0, 1, 2,..}) 
U (B~ {ylr2k+'(O) < l Yl ~ rZk+2(O): k = 0, 1, 2,...}); 
A consists of alternating segments of B and/3. 
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Let j C N. The fact that r is monotone increasing implies that there is a 
k C N such that j ~< r2k(0). Then since {Yl r2k(0) < l Yl 4 rl(r2k(0))/contains 
a witness to B #= Cj, since r(r2k(O)) > rl(r2k(0)), and since A = B on the set 
{Ylr2~(0) < l Yt ~ rZk÷l(0)}, A =/= Cj. Since the choice of j was arbitrary, 
A g: Cy for al l j  ~ N and A ~ co-NP. Similarly, A g: NP and hence, A ~ NPU 
co-NP. 
(b) and (c) Let M B be an arbitrary deterministic Turing machine that 
recognizes B and let M a be a deterministic Turing machine that recognizes A 
using the following algorithm: 
begin 
input x; 
determine j ~ N such that ri(0) < Ixl ~< rJ+~(0); 
run M B on input x; 
f f j  = 2k for some k ~ N 
then accept x if and only if M 8 accepted x 
else accept x if and only if M B rejected x
end 
LEMMA 5. Let r be the reeursive function defined in Lemma 4. Then 
there is a polynomial p' such that, on input x, it takes at most p'(Ixl) steps to 
determine a j C N such that ri(O) < Ix[ <~ ri+ z(O). 
Proof The sequence r(0), r2(0), r3(0),..., is just the sequence of running 
times of the Turing machine M (from the proof of Lemma 4) on the sequence 
of inputs 1 °, I rC°), 1 r2(°) ..... To find the desired j, M can be run on this 
sequence of inputs until encountering the first such input that causes the 
running time of M to exceed Ix]. By maintaining a counter that is 
incremented after each string in the sequence has been processed, the counter 
has the correct value o f j  when the entire process stops. 
Running M on this sequence can be done as follows: When running M on 
input 1 tiC°) for some i )0 ,  start with an extra tape that is empty. Every time 
M makes a move, write another 1 on the extra tape. When M halts, 1 ri+~°) 
will be on the extra tape. Now copy 1 ri+'(°) back to the input tape of M and 
iterate the process. 
Since r is monotone increasing, at most Ix[ iterations of this process are 
required. Also, when running M on lri~°~, if the running time exceeds Ix I, 
then the entire process is stopped. Thus, each iteration takes time 2 j x I at 
most. The entire procedure then runs in O(Ix}2). | 
Using Lemma 5, there is a polynomial p such that 
TMA(X) <~ P(IXl) + T~,(x) for all x, and A is not harder than B. Using essen- 
tially the same argument, it follows that B is not harder than A. | 
Theorem 6 shows that the answer to question (2), discussed in the 
Introduction, is also yes. 
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THEOREM 
such that 
(a) 
(b) 
Proof 
6. For each set B E NP - co-NP there exists a recursive set A 
A ~ NP L) co-NP and 
A is easier than B. 
(a) Assume that B ~ NP - co-NP and define the functions r~ and 
r 2 just as they were defined in the proof of Theorem 3. The construction of A 
proceeds much like that in the proof of Theorem 3. The essential difference 
here is that large, easy to recognize segments are built into A in such a way 
that A is easy on these segments while B is not. 
For each i E AT, let p~ denote the polynomial nk Also, let M 0, M1, M: ..... 
be an effective enumeration of the deterministic Turing machines. Now 
define the function r 3 : N ~ N such that 
r3(n ) = max {lY~,jI: Yij  = minimum Y[lY{ > n and 
i , j<n 
((TM,(Y) > Pj(I Y})) or ~(Mi(y ) accepts if and only if y E B))]}. 
Since P is closed under finite variations and B ~ P by asumption, r 3 is a 
total recursive function. For each nCN and each i , j~n ,  
{Yl n < l yl~r3(n)} contains a witness to the fact that either the time 
complexity of M i exceeds pj or that M i is not recognizing B. 
As in Lemma 4, let r be a monotone increasing time constructible function 
such that for all n E N, r(n) > q(n), r(n) > r2(n ), and r(n) > r3(n ). Define 
the set 
A = (B (3 {y]r3*(0) < l Yl <~ r3*+'(0) :k=0,  1, 2,...}) 
U (BC3 {y l r '~+' (0)  <IYl 4 r'*+2(0): k= 0, 1, 2,..}). 
The proof that A ~ NP L) co-NP is essentially the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
(b) Let M B be an arbitrary Turing machine that recognizes B and let M A 
be a deterministic Turing machine that recognizes A using the following 
algorithm: 
begin 
input x; 
determine j E N such that rJ(0) < Ixl 4 rJ+ a(0); 
/ f j  ----- 3k + 2 for some k E N 
then reject x 
else begin 
run M B on input x; 
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l f j  = 3k for some k ~ N 
then accept x if and only if M B accepted x
else accept x if and only if M B rejected x
end 
end 
As before, there is a polynomial p such that T~(x)  <~ p([x[) + T u~(x) for all 
x. Thus, A is not harder than B. 
Now suppose that M e = M i and let q be an arbitrary polynomial. Noting 
that A ~ {Yt rak+2(0) < [Yl ~< rSk+s(0) for kC  N} = 0, we also asume thatp 
is large enough so that TMA(X ) <. p(lxl) for all x such that r3k+2(0) < IX[ 
r3k+3(0) for some k ~ N. Let j >~ i be large enough that pj(n) > q(p(n)) for 
all n >/j. By the definition of r 3 and the fact that M i accepts B, for each 
n>>.j, {y ln<ly l<<.r3(n)}  contains a y such that r~,~(y)>pj(ly])> 
q(P(lYl)). Because r (n)> r3(n ) for all n~N,  for each k such that 
3k + 2 >/j, {y[ r3k+z(0) < l Yl ~< rak+3(0)} contains a y such that TMi(y ) > 
Pj(I Yl) > q(P([ Yl)). But for all such y, T~4~(y) <~ P([ Y{). Therefore, for each k 
such that 3k + 2 >/j, {Yl r3k+a(0) < l Yl ~ •3k+3(0) t contains a y such that 
TM,(y ) > q(T~u~(y)) and A is easier than B. II 
One additional observation. The sets A constructed in both Theorems 3 
and 6 are in the A~ level of the polynomial-time hierarchy (Stockmeyer, 
1977; Wrathall, 1977). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Theorem 3, we have shown that there exists, for each set B E NP-  co- 
NP, a set A (! NP  ~ co-NP such that A and B have the same deterministic 
time complexity up to a polynomial term. Note that A ~ NPU co-NP 
implies that A and X are both harder than B nondeterministically. In 
Theorem 6, we have shown that there exists, for each set B E NP - co-NP, a 
set A such that nondeterministicalty A and X are harder than B, again 
because A ~ NP ~) co-NP, while deterministically, A is easier than B. 
It seems quite natural to ask if the same results follow for each set 
B C NP - P. The techniques used here do not work for B C NP - P and we 
do not know how to obtain similar results for this case. The difficulty for 
B C NP  - -  P is that if B C NP, then the deterministic time complexity of B is 
at most 2 p for some fixed polynomial p, and it is not known how to 
construct a set A ~ NP whose deterministic time complexity is also at most 
2L We did not face this problem for B C NP -- co-NP since B ~ NP -- co-NP 
implies that B is already a set, not in NP, with the same deterministic time 
complexity as B. 
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